anke gilleir and alicia c. montoya English-language scholarship, are important as corrections to 'classical' European literary history, with its dominance of male canonized authors. Moreover, they often also function as catalysts for renewed scholarly attention to individual women writers and their work. In addition to these historical overviews and anthologies, there is also a growing tendency within continental European scholarship to address more general questions concerning women's writing, the professionalization of female authors, women's reading, and the roles played by female cultural transmitters.
Yet despite their undeniable qualities, these historical overviews, anthologies, and more general works often remain traditional in the sense that authors are almost always considered within the limits of a single nation or language area. As such, these new contributions to historical knowledge about the literary past follow the lines of thought that were set out in the nineteenth century, when the nation-state became the dominant framework for the study of modern literatures. Historical questions concerning the professionalization of female authorship are likewise invariably approached from a national viewpoint. In addition, they are addressed with various degrees of intensity and depth in different language areas. Because women writers who wrote in English have been more frequently studied, their cases are also more often presented as examples, while references to (for instance) Spanish-language texts in general discourses on women's literary history are virtually absent, as Lisa Vollendorf noted some years ago. 6 The problem is not only that the prominence of one literature implies the neglect of others, but maybe even more so that too many generalizations on women's writing are made on too restricted a basis. Isabelle BrouardArends for example, writing about the French Ancien Régime, makes a statement that is symptomatic of this tendency to generalise: 'Les livres de femme ont beaucoup été écrits d'abord pour d'autres femmes, complicité affective, mise en commun d'intérêts privés, sentimentaux ou familiaux'. 7 But in what sense is this impression of writing and
